Yellow Vest Movement,
The "Yellow Vest Movement" is now worldwide and in Canada, it is about
EVERYONE. Working together United acting as one to be heard.
Yellow Vest Canada - We the People shall not be divided by race, religion, ethnicity,
political allegiance, generation or any other discriminatory division. TOGETHER WE
ARE UNITED.
Yellow Vest Canada - We the people will not be defined by the actions of a few.
Those who are against 99% of the citizens and residents of Canada having a voice.
Preferring a silent and fighting each other for their own personal gain.
Until the following advocated by Yellow Vest Canada - we the people have been
fulfilled satisfactory to the vote of the citizens and residents of Canada, We the
People shall make our United voice heard. We the citizens and residents of Canada
call for constitutional amendments to protect people's interests, including a binding
referendum on the following.
ANTI TAX - we the people oppose all over taxation laws and measures including the
proposed Carbon Tax. We call for all forms of federal government tax to be reviewed
and lowered.
SOVEREIGNTY - We the People advocate for maintaining the people of Canada's
complete sovereignty over Canada's borders and the lands Within, including policymaking and call to immediately withdraw from all UN Compacts. We the citizens and
residents of Canada did not vote on UN Compacts nor did we vote for the UN to
govern Canada. We request all legislation changed over the last 10 years due to UN
Compact be reviewed and voted on by the citizens and residents of Canada.
FREE SPEECH - We the People Advocate free speech and oppose any censorship laws
and measures knowing that with this Freedom comes responsibility.
FREE PRESS - We the People advocate for freedom of the media. Make media
accessible to the people of Canada and guarantee an open option of opinions and an
end to emotional or political propaganda.
ENERGY - We the People advocate self-sufficiency for Canada including cross-canada

Pipelines. We oppose any import of oil from foreign States where Canadian funds
may be used to promote terrorism.
REFORM - We the People Advocate a complete reform of the current Canadian
Federal political system including but not limited to Equalization payments, child
care, Bill C-71 and the election system.
PEACE - We the People Advocate a peaceful Uprising that promotes "No First Use"
policy for violence but shall not tolerate mistreatment or Ignorance by authorities,
individuals or other violent groups.
Yellow Vests Canada - We The People want our current elected government and
future elected governments to govern Canada as voted for by Canada citizens and
residents. To listen to the will of the people to ensure all in Canada have adequate
housing, clean drinking water, food and safety. That a balance of 80% of those living
and doing business in Canada pay for the needs of 20% of Canadians needing social
assistance is maintained.
FUNDAMENTAL RIGHTS - We the People invoke via our Charter of Rights our
fundamental freedoms of thought, belief, opinion and expression including freedom
of press and other Media communication. The freedom of peaceful assembly
freedom of Association and our right to free speech.

There is no one organizer. No one spokesperson. We are thousands. Yellow Vests
Canada - WE THE PEOPLE.

